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It simply isn’t cricket, after all!! 



Howdy All, 
 
Just a few thoughts and thinks after week 1, inspired by our conversations and discussions… 
 
Firstly, I must say how brilliant it has been to meet you all at last. Also many thanks indeed to 
Daro and friends for organising and facilitating this wonderful and timely educational 
intervention, and all his work in producing such a clear and concise course handbook. I 
hope we can all find the space and aptitude to perform profusely within such fluid structures 
and act to perpetuate and reinforce the program for future years. 
... 
 
With the mention of Journals, Newsletters, Blogs and the like, I thought it would be good to 
start putting some thoughts down and getting the ball rolling, so to speak. I’m sure all the 
ideas for publications, in whatever form, could feed into each other, initiating and sharing 
ideas for expansion and closer investigation (re Robin’s Journal) while also exploring formats 
and structures for all publications. A group/departmental BLOG could allow the shyer ones 
of us to articulate our thoughts at our own pace while offering us all an opportunity to 
explore our literary styles and the ideas of word/image communicative interfaces. The 
BLOG/JOURNAL/PUBLICATION once established could create a continuity of contact and 
ideas with other members of the group, especially for part-timers who may experience a 
sense of dropping in and out of the creative mix, hence combating that ‘isolated artist 
feeling’, and could possibly continue after leaving the course as a point of contact and 
continuity for all those who have and will be part of it, while also acting as an archive of 
research and communication for future students. 
 
The publication/blog could possibly include short articles, images, simple thoughts, quotes, 
questions, cartoons and eco-jokes, and links and tips for websites books etc, news of 
relevant actions and events and exhibitions?… 
 
I guess a drawback of producing a printed ‘broadsheet’ etc, could be that we would have 
to spend time being responsible for its production, editing, funding etc? Unless that was to 
become our ‘negotiated project’ it may take more time than we could realistically afford. 
However, a blog once structurally and graphically set up would enable easy access and 
updating possibilities, reflecting the constantly changing and evolving processes that we are 
engaged with… 

Æ (lower case: æ) is a grapheme formed from the letters a and e. Originally a ligature representing a Latin diphthong, it has been 

promoted to the full status of a letter in the alphabets of some languages, including Danish, Norwegian and Icelandic. As a letter of the Old 
English alphabet, it was called æsc ("ash tree") after the Anglo-Saxon futhorc rune � (), which 
it transliterated; its traditional name in English is still ash (IPA: /æʃ/).  
 
*from wikipeadia, about the letters A&E as of art and environment – a possible name for 
blog, journal etc?… 
… 
 
Thankfully (?!) we have already established that our earth and society are ‘well screwed 
up’- (OH-MY-GOD…SOO DEPRESSING!!??) – and that our behaviour must change. I am now 
really excited to hear how we all hope to engage artistically/creatively with this situation. 



Personally I feel extremely grateful that we as a group can recognise this situation, and that 
we are all ‘eco-sensitised’ to a greater degree. A question that has arisen for me is what 
conditions or events in my upbringing and life so far has created this ‘sensitivity’ in myself, 
and how can my practice as an artist share, communicate or emulate these experiences for 
others? 
… 
 
As good as the two days have been it has also been a great relief for me to get out of the 
car and the claustrophobia of the classroom and back out onto the blowy beach under the 
big blue sky and to realign my molecules with nature’s energies and rhythms. This has 
reminded me of the importance of connecting with nature, of how such physical 
connection can facilitate healthy thought and action and also the difficulties inherent in 
producing work and study of a harmonious ecological nature within the constraints of a 
society obsessed with efficiency, deadlines and profit margins. The support and energy of a 
good like-minded group of people will hopefully act as remedy and balance to such 
contradictory forces. 
… 
 
Francesca mentioned the realisation on her travels in Laos of the strange and unnecessary 
imposition of ‘Art’ into such earth-based day-to-day survival societies, making her question 
the role and value of Art in any society. This prompted a thought of what role would art and 
artists play in our vision of an ECO(resilient)-world? What is the importance (and hence 
possibly financial value) of artists? (We are still living in this present world after all!!) I 
personally believe artists are essential to the vital health of any community if we are 
engaging people with the creative process, responsibly enriching life experience… 
 
The role of Art is possibly to enrich and offer new perspectives to peoples’ perceptions and 
experiences of our temporal existence in the universe (a process that is possibly and vaguely 
shamanic) – it is not a prerequisite of art that we have to produce something physical to 
achieve that. The ‘healing’ role of art being to engage people physically and holistically 
with the experience of creation/creativity – that we are potential agents of change within 
our own lives – to empower us – that we may create things from other things, from nothings, 
and from the vast range of (not just physical) resources that are available to us. 
… 
 
More Thoughts for the Day… 
 
IT IS NOT THAT AS A RACE WE HAVE BECOME DISCONNECTED FROM THE 
PLANET OR OURSELVES (AS THIS IS NOT PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE) BUT 
THAT WE HAVE PHYSICALLY CHANGED OUR PLANET AND OUR PLACE 
WITHIN IT AND THUS OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH IT HAS CHANGED TO ONE 
NOT HEALTHY FOR OUR CONTINUED EVOLUTION. 
… 
 
Shall we call this present ‘skin’, geologically speaking, the ‘plasticene age’? Hopefully it will 
bring us better things than ‘Morph’ and the AArdman animations and a very slowly 
decomposing psychedelic crispy layer?! 
… 
 
Looking forward to your thoughts and to seeing you all again soon, 
Best Wishes  

Pete  


